BlueScope Concrete Services
WL Concrete is the in-house concrete division of BlueScope Construction. WL Concrete is your single source
solution for foundation systems, cast-in-place walls, equipment pits, trenches, tilt-walls, SuperFlat floor slabs,
concrete site paving and dolly pads. WL Concrete works nationwide and has an excellent safety record.
WL Concrete (WLC) brings over 25 years of experience in providing the total concrete package for projects nationwide.

= Laser-Controlled Grading

WLC provides subgrade preparation, installation,
leveling and compaction of the stone base utilizing the
latest laser profiling technology.

= Foundation Systems
WLC can offer complete cast-in-place foundation and
wall construction using custom form systems and
methods for accurate placement of embeds and true
finished surfaces.
= Industrial Concrete Slabs
WLC can provide state-of-the-art floor slab designs,
low-shrinkage concrete mixes and detailed planning.
The result is top quality industrial floor slabs that can
support aggressive schedules with large placements,
SuperFlat tolerances, special finishes and toppings.

Poured on site concrete tilt-wall solutions are one of the
many services provided by WL Concrete.

= Concrete Paving
Use WLC for an economical concrete alternative to
asphalt paving with superior durability and life-cycle
costs. WLC’s large placements utilize the latest dual
scope profiling technology with LaserScreed equipment that results in fewer joints and flexibility in
scheduling.
= Tilt-up Construction
Value engineered tilt-up alternatives can be coordinated with conventional and pre-engineered structural
and roof systems to provide competitive shell packages. WLC’s complete panel scope includes lift and
brace engineering, detailed shop drawings, insulated
sandwich panels, custom formliners and integral brick
embed systems.

All types of floor slabs can be provided including SuperFlat
floor tolerances, special finishes and toppings.

WL Concrete can offer innovative solutions and a high
quality finished product for the concrete on your project.
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